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ABSTRACT11
The paper compares the performance of two Finite Element Method approaches in reproducing the12
response of bare frame structures to tunneling in dry dense sand. A fully coupled approach, in which13
the tunnel, frame and soil are accounted for, is compared with a two-stage method incorporating14
simpler structural and soil models. The two approaches are validated against centrifuge test results15
of tunneling in sand beneath frames founded on either rafts or separate footings. Both approaches16
provide good estimates of displacements and distortions experienced by the frames provided that the17
soil-foundation interface and structural stiffness are correctly accounted for. The numerical models18
are also employed to extend the range of eccentric configurations investigated with centrifuge tests.19
The results demonstrate that shear deformations play an important role for all considered buildings,20
whereas only frames on separate footings are sensitive to horizontal ground movements. Finally,21
data are synthesized using modification factors and recently proposed relative stiffness terms.22
INTRODUCTION23
The increasing need for efficient and high-capacity transportation systems in urban areas is boosting24
the construction of new tunnels worldwide. Modern mechanized excavation techniques, such as25
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those based on closed face TBMs with pressurized shields, usually limit tunneling-induced soil26
deformations and, consequently, the potential damage to structures and services, both above-ground27
and buried. However, problems can arise in the case of unexpected stratigraphic changes, technical28
malfunctioning or errors in TBM driving, hence consideration of more conservative scenarios29
of TBM performance is recommended for the sake of safety. In addition, traditional excavation30
techniques, generally associated with larger volume losses, are unavoidable in specific scenarios,31
e.g. for connection or platform tunnels.32
In the context of tunnel-soil-building interactions, reliable predictive models are essential33
for optimum design. Compared to commonly employed simplified and often over-conservative34
approaches, interaction models should provide more accurate predictions of the ground response35
at different levels of volume loss, accounting explicitly for the characteristics of the buildings,36
including their foundation system and possible material non-linearity.37
For risk assessments, the first level of investigation typically consists of a two-step uncoupled38
assessment of the interaction problem (Mair et al., 1996): first, the greenfield response is calculated39
by adopting one of the available semi-empirical expressions for ground displacements (Mair et al.,40
1993) and, then, the structural damage is evaluated with reference to specific greenfield deformation41
or displacement parameters calculated at the foundation level of the building (Burland et al.,42
1977; Boscardin and Cording, 1989). A more refined evaluation, needed if the category of43
damage resulting from this preliminary evaluation is not negligible, requires a coupled soil-structure44
interaction analysis in which the building can be modeled with various levels of detail, ranging45
from equivalent beams or solids representing the whole structure (Potts and Addenbrooke, 1997;46
Namazi and Mohamad, 2013; Losacco et al., 2016) to a more or less detailed description of the47
structural components (Son and Cording, 2005; Comodromos et al., 2014; Fargnoli et al., 2015a;48
Yiu et al., 2017). In most cases, studies are conducted with the aid of numerical modeling, often in49
three dimensions so as to accurately describe the structural layout of the building and its relative50
orientation with respect to the tunnel axis.51
Compared to masonry buildings, relatively little attention has been devoted to the response of52
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framed structures to tunneling. The peculiar response of framed buildings to excavations (Goh and53
Mair, 2014; Fargnoli et al., 2015b; Haji et al., 2018; Boldini et al., 2018; Fu et al., 2018) raises the54
need for specific damage criteria, accounting for the frame geometry (Boone, 1996; Elkayam and55
Klar, 2019) and for the predominant contribution of floors and walls to bending and shear stiffness56
respectively (Finno et al., 2005), as discussed in the next paragraph.57
This paper aims at validating two different Finite Element (FE) approaches for the assessment58
of tunneling-induced deformation of framed structures with no or very compliant infills and the59
possible resulting damage on the latter, even if not explicitly modeled. Reference is made to an60
experimental database from recently performed centrifuge tests at the University of Nottingham,61
which evaluated the response of frames with varying geometry, foundation layout, stiffness and62
weight to the excavation of a tunnel in dry dense sand (Xu et al., 2020a,b). The performance of63
an advanced fully coupled FE numerical model, containing all the components of the interaction64
problem (i.e. the tunnel, the soil and the frame), is compared to that of a simplified two-stage FE65
model. Results highlight the limitations and strengths of the two numerical modeling approaches,66
providing useful guidance to engineering practitioners. The numerical analyses are also used to67
extend the scope of investigation beyond that considered experimentally, by simulating further68
eccentric configurations and providing further insight on the horizontal strains associated with69
differential displacements of buildings with separate footings.70
In this paper, a review of the available methods for the assessment of deformation and damage71
of framed buildings is first presented, involving the estimation of a relative stiffness of the frame72
with respect to that of the soil. Next, the experimental campaign in sandy soil used as a comparison73
term is described. This is followed by the description of the numerical approaches and of the74
strategy adopted for parameter calibration. Finally, numerical results are compared to experimental75
data in terms of soil and frame displacements; the angular distortion and differential horizontal76
displacements, deemed the most appropriate indicator of frame deformation and expected damage77
of infills, if any, and their modification factors are summarized.78
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ASSESSMENT OF TUNNELING-INDUCED STRUCTURAL DEFORMATIONS79
The assessment of the potential tunneling-related damage of buildings requires a careful evaluation80
of the induced deformation field. In the well-established Critical Strain method (Boscardin and81
Cording, 1989), the maximum tensile strain Y<0G in any portion of the building – i.e. either a82
structural partition such as a bay or panel, or any part subject to a specific deformation mode,83
such as sagging/hogging or predominantly shear/bending – is associated with a damage category,84
ranging from “negligible” to “very severe”. The Y<0G results from the composition of horizontal85
strains Yℎ, induced by horizontal displacements, with either horizontal (bending) strains Y1 or86
diagonal (shear) strains Y3 induced by the vertical displacement field.87
Traditionally, horizontal strains Yℎ are inferred from the displacements measured at the ground88
surface or at the foundation level, while the bending and shear strains Y1 and Y3 are related to either89
the deflection ratio Δ/! (Burland and Wroth, 1974) or the angular distortion V (Boscardin and90
Cording, 1989), as defined in Figure 1. Recently, moving from Cook (1994), Ritter et al. (2020)91
proposed that the deformation parameters of the bay (both average curvature and shear strain) could92
be inferred from its top and bottom corner displacements, consistent with Xu et al. (2020a). More93
specifically, for framed structures with continuous foundations (e.g. rafts, grade beams transverse94
to the tunnel), the shear deformation Y3 is typically dominant, as longitudinal strains due to Yℎ and95
Y1 are negligible. The average shear strain level is given by the angular distortion V = (−F of each96
panel or bay, as shown in Figure 1, defined as the difference between the bay slope ( and tilt F given97
by the rotation of the bay edges (Boone, 1996); the angular distortion relates to the diagonal strain as98
Y3 = V/2. For separate footings, both shear and horizontal distortions need to be considered when99
estimating the panel or bay deformation; in this case, the maximum strain can be approximated100










et al., 1996), where Yℎ and YI are, respectively, the horizontal and vertical strains. Note that YI102
may be neglected as a first approximation due to the axial action of columns restraining vertical103
deformations. Alternatively, vertical, horizontal, and diagonal strains may be computed directly104
from corner point displacements of flexible infills within bare frames (Elkayam and Klar, 2019).105
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The effect of the relative soil-structure stiffness in decreasing the distortionswith respect to those106
evaluated in greenfield conditions was first introduced by Potts and Addenbrooke (1997) in terms of107
modification factors of Δ/! and Yℎ for both sagging and hogging. Later, Son and Cording (2005)108
normalized the angular distortions of masonry building bays with respect to the differential ground109
slope obtained in greenfield conditions. By considering that framed configurations with axially110
stiff slabs/beams in the horizontal direction undergo minimal longitudinal deformations (Finno111
et al., 2005) and thus shear deformation is dominant, Xu et al. (2020a) introduced the angular112
distortion modification factor " V and related it to a relative soil-structure stiffness parameter ^.113
The latter was defined as ^ = B/∗B = B!/B, where B is the representative Young’s114
modulus of the soil,  is the building transverse length, ! is the length of the building in the tunnel115
direction, and ∗B = B/! is the building shear stiffness per meter run (where  is the shear116
modulus and B is the shear area contributing to shear resistance, which is only a portion of the117
cross-sectional area  (Cowper, 1966)). The angular distortion modification " V = V<0G/(<0G is118
the ratio between the maximum angular distortion of the building V<0G and the maximum average119
greenfield slope (<0G , both defined with respect to the building bays. When " V = 1, the framed120
building undergoes maximum shear deformations equal to the largest greenfield slope. It should121
be self-evident that the reliable application of this approach, or other similar methods, requires122
the implementation of rational procedures to estimate representative values of soil and structure123
stiffness.124
Finally, a modification factor for compressive and tensile horizontal strains between sepa-125







is the maximum horizontal strain at the building foundation127
and Y6 5
ℎ,<0G
is the largest average strain inferred from the greenfield displacements at the foot-128
ing locations (Dimmock and Mair, 2008). The relative structure-soil stiffness is inferred from129
an analysis of the response of a single portal, with one story and a single bay, to a differential130
horizontal displacement (Goh and Mair, 2014). This approach provides the dimensionless factor131
U∗
5
= 1/(B!) ×3 1 2/(ℎ2BC>AH (2 1 +3 2)), where  2 = 2/ℎBC>AH and  1 = 2/110H, 2 and132
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1 are the bending stiffness of the column and the first-floor slabs, ℎBC>AH is the column height,133
and 110H is the bay length.134
REPRESENTATIVE SOIL STIFFNESS135
To evaluate a representative value of Young’s modulus for the soil B, Mair (2013) suggested that136
the tunneling-induced level of shear strain should be considered in combination with an appropriate137
soil stiffness degradation curve. In this paper, the approach of Marshall et al. (2010) and Farrell138
(2010) is adopted, considering ground stresses and strains at mid-depth IC/2, where IC is the depth139
to the tunnel axis.140
Firstly, the soil stiffness degradation curve is acquired (i.e. the relationship between the shear141
strain level WB and the relative reduction of secant shear modulus B with respect to the initial142
"small-strain" modulus 0). The small-strain stiffness should be adjusted to account for relative143
density and mean effective stress, e.g. using, for example, the expressions proposed by Lehane144
and Cosgrove (2000). Secondly, the average shear strain level WB experienced by the soil during145
tunneling in greenfield conditions is evaluated for a given tunnel volume loss +;,C (i.e. the relative146
change in tunnel cross-sectional area). In order to obtain WB, the shear strain distribution at IC/2 is147
averaged between ±2.58, where 8 is the offset from the tunnel centerline to the settlement trough148
inflection point. Then, by assuming a value of Poisson’s ratio for the soil aB, the representative149
value of the soil stiffness B is computed for any +;,C .150
EQUIVALENT FRAME STIFFNESS151
Equivalent Timoshenko and laminated beams can be employed as a simplified structural model,152
with the advantage of allowing separate control of the bending () and shear (B) contribution153
(Finno et al., 2005; Pickhaver et al., 2010; Franza et al., 2020) to the overall building stiffness. This154
approach can be contrastedwith that of the pure bending stiffness  based on the Euler-Bernoulli155
beam theory (Franzius et al., 2006; Goh and Mair, 2014; Haji et al., 2018). The equivalent bending156
and shear stiffness are typically estimated by analytical methods (Franzius et al., 2006; Finno et al.,157
2005; Pickhaver et al., 2010) and loading tests, carried out either experimentally or numerically158
(Son and Cording, 2005; Xu et al., 2020a; Losacco et al., 2014, 2016).159
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In this paper, the equivalent bending () stiffness is analytically obtained from the parallel160
axis theorem, using the cross-sectional areas of the floor slabs. Next, the shear stiffness B is161
estimated from a loading test of a simply supported framed structure subjected to a concentrated162
load, similar to Goh and Mair (2014). For the Timoshenko beam theory, the deflection-to-force163








where % is the total applied force,  is the beam length, and  = ()/(2B). The adopted166
coefficients 0 = 12 and 1 = 1/48 depend on the selected boundary conditions. It follows from167














when using X/% analytical estimated from a loading test and bending stiffness .170
This single equation approach based on Equation (2) and the use of the parallel axis theorem171
was validated against the shear stiffness values obtained from multiple experimental loading tests172
carried out by Xu et al. (2020a,b). The single equation approach predicted slightly smaller (within173
10%) stiffness values with respect to the experiments. Therefore, using the parallel axis theorem174
to calculate the equivalent  with Equation (2) is a reasonable approximation.175
DESCRIPTION OF CENTRIFUGE TESTS176
In this paper, centrifuge tests of tunneling beneath a framed building are considered (Xu et al.,177
2020a,b). At prototype scale, the tunnel has diameter C = 6.1m and a cover depth  = 8m178
(/C = 1.3). For the frames, Table 1 provides details of the considered configurations and179
Figure 2 shows the layout with an illustration of relevant parameters. In this paper, frames are180
labeled following Xu et al. (2020b) as FxtybzL or FxtybzS: x is the number of stories, y the181
thickness of structural elements at centrifuge model scale, z is the number of bays, while L and S182
stands for long and short building, respectively. Tunnel volume losses up to 3% were considered,183
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although most of the numerical results are reported for +;,C = 1 and 2%.184
The experiments were performed at 68 times normal gravity (68 g) and used a plane-strain185
set-up. Within the strongbox, a flexible cylindrical membrane filled with water simulates the186
tunnel; excavation is reproduced by extracting a measured volume of water from the membrane,187
thus controlling the tunnel volume loss. A dry fine-grained silica sand, known as Leighton Buzzard188
Fraction E, was used for the soil; this material is characterized by minimum and maximum void189
ratios of 0.65 and 1.01, respectively. All considered experiments were performed with a soil relative190
density 3 = 90%, to which the numerical study exclusively refers. Triaxial tests on this material191
were carried out by Zhao (2008) and Visone (2008), data from which were used to evaluate soil192
representative stiffness and calibrate the advanced numerical models, respectively (details provided193
in a subsequent section).194
Model frames were made of aluminum, consisting of vertical walls and horizontal slabs that195
extended 258mm in the longitudinal tunnel direction, leaving a 1mmgap between the frame and the196
front/back strongbox walls. To achieve a rigid wall-slab connection, adjoining model frame parts197
were welded together along approximately 60% of the connected lengths (in the tunnel direction).198
A layer of sand was glued to the base of the bottom slab to provide a rough soil-raft foundation199
interface. After centrifuge testing with the frame on raft foundation, the same model was modified200
to create the separate footings configuration (by machining out portions of the bottom slab). Note201
that the welding process did result in some asymmetric response of the frame to loading, which202
will have affected horizontal footing displacements in the centrifuge tests; this was discussed in203
detail in Xu et al. (2020b).204
An experimental parametric study of the tunnel-frame interaction problem was performed by205
varying the geometry, stiffness, weight, foundation type, and eccentricity 4 of the structure with206
respect to the tunnel centerline. As detailed in Table 1: the number of stories was either 2 or 5;207
the number of bays was either 3 or 6; the bay length was either 5.2 or 10.4m (prototype scale),208
the latter for the frame with 3 bays only; the thickness C of the structural elements was either 0.32209
or 0.22m (prototype scale); the eccentricity to frame width ratio, 4/, was either zero (“centered”210
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cases) or 0.5 (“eccentric” cases); the weight of the frame was either its own self-weight (indicated211
as SW) or double the self-weight (indicated as 2SW), achieved by adding masses to the top of the212
frame in a way that did not alter the structural stiffness. A total of 12 tests was performed with213
frames on raft foundations, whereas 6 tests were conducted for frames on separate footings, where214
the footing width 1 5 >>C = 0.8m (prototype scale).215
DETAILS OF NUMERICAL MODELING216
In this section, the two FE approaches adopted for the numerical investigation are described. The217
advanced numerical model requires detailed information on soil behavior and structural charac-218
teristics, along with associated requirements of computational and post-processing costs. On the219
other hand, the two-stage model is suitable for quick preliminary estimates and sensitivity studies220
because of the limited number of required inputs as well as its negligible execution time.221
The simulations with the advanced model were carried out more or less simultaneously with222
the experimental campaign in the centrifuge. The outcomes of the experiments were not known223
and only the results of the loading tests on the frame were available at the time, hence the analyses224
can be considered as Class B predictions (Lambe, 1973). The fully coupled modeling technique225
was used to simulate all centrifuge tests in Table 1, alternatively see Table S1 of “Supplemental226
Materials”. After verifying the accuracy of the predictions, the same technique was then employed227
to explore the impact of tunnel-building eccentricity on the deformations of the frame. Seven228
additional simulations were performed: frames F2t3b3L and F2t3b6L founded on both footings229
and rafts for 4/ = 0.5 and SW/2SW weight conditions, except for the F2t3b3L 2SW case on230
footings, which did not converge.231
The two-stage approach was employed to perform a Class A prediction (i.e. before the experi-232
ment was carried out, but with available experimental information on greenfield tunneling and its233
effects on buildings in similar conditions) of the frame F2t3b6L on a raft foundation. Subsequently,234
the full set of analyses was performed again after the centrifuge tests were completed (class C235
predictions), using the experimental greenfield data as an input.236
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Advanced model237
The advanced numerical model was set up using the commercial FE softwareAbaqus (version 6.14).238
Given the problem geometry and boundary conditions, plane strain analyses were carried out. A239
sample FE mesh, for case F2t3b6L with separate footings, is shown by Figure S1 in “Supplemental240
Materials”. First-order, 4-noded plane strain elements with full integration were adopted for the241
soil, whereas second-order 8-noded elements with reduced integration were used for the frame.242
Conventional boundary conditions were applied: horizontal displacements prevented along the243
sides; both vertical and horizontal displacements prevented along the base.244
Regarding the simulation steps, a gravitational lithostatic stress field was initially applied to245
the soil assuming a coefficient of earth pressure at rest  0 = 0.5. The self-weight of the frame246
was then slowly activated in order to achieve equilibrium. A no-penetration, Coulomb-friction247
contact law was enforced between the ground surface and the foundation, assuming a coefficient248
of friction tan(q′2B), with q′2B = 32◦ as the critical state friction angle of the soil. Subsequently,249
tunnel excavation was simulated in a simplified fashion by incrementally applying a prescribed250
displacement field at the tunnel boundary after removing the soil elements (Cheng et al., 2007).251
This technique has proven capable of achieving a realistic greenfield subsidence profile at the252
ground surface (Rampello et al., 2012; Amorosi et al., 2014). The prescribed tunnel boundary253
displacements, themagnitude of which depend on the target+;,C , were defined to obtain a homothetic254
contraction of the tunnel cross-section centered on the tunnel invert.255
The advanced constitutive model SANISAND (Dafalias and Manzari, 2004) was adopted to256
simulate the soil response from very small to medium strain levels (+;,C as large as 3% was generally257
reached in the numerical analyses). The calibration of material parameters, reported in Table S2258
of “Supplemental Materials”, was based on a mixed strategy, considering experimental data of the259
Fraction E sand used in the centrifuge tests, for similar relative densities. In particular, starting from260
the values reported in Giardina et al. (2020), a calibration process was carried out with reference261
to the laboratory tests performed by Visone (2008), consisting of drained and undrained triaxial262
compression and extension tests as well as resonant column and torsional shear tests. The final263
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set of values listed in “Supplemental Materials” was obtained by performing a further parametric264
study on two specific constants, i.e. ℎ0, controlling the plastic modulus, and 0, governing the265
dilatancy law, aimed at reproducing the greenfield tunneling-induced displacements presented in266
Farrell et al. (2014). This approach, i.e. calibrating numerical parameters based on the simulations267
of the greenfield boundary value problem, is believed to be more robust than only using results268
from element-scale laboratory tests. Indeed, Figure S3 in “Supplemental Materials” demonstrate269
an excellent match between numerical and experimental results in terms of the relationship between270
tunnel volume loss +;,C and ground surface volume loss +;,B (where +;,B is the area of the surface271
settlement trough divided by the nominal area of the tunnel cross-section).272
For the frame, a simple linear elastic constitutive law was adopted with Young’s modulus273
 = 53.8GPa, Poisson’s ratio a = 0.334 and unit weight W = 27 kN/m3. The reduced value of 274
used for the aluminum frame, instead of the standard 70 GPa, was selected to account for the partial275
welding of the frame components (described earlier); this value of  was found by simulating276
load-deflection tests carried out on the frames (Xu et al., 2020a).277
Simplified model278
The performance of the advanced model was compared to that of the simplified elasticity-based279
two-stage FE model called Analysis of Structural Response to Excavation (ASRE) (Franza and280
DeJong, 2019; Franza et al., 2020). The mechanical components of the model are described as281
follows (sketched in Figure S2 “Supplemental Materials”). The structure, incorporating both the282
superstructure and foundation, is modeled as a frame consisting of Euler-Bernoulli beam elements283
with geometry and material properties of the prototype building; the self-weight was simulated284
as line loads applied along the beam axes. The structure is founded on coupled elastic springs285
simulating the ground as an elastic half-space of Young’s modulus B and Poisson’s ratio aB.286
The effects of tunnel excavation are simulated through a set of equivalent forces applied to the287
springs that reproduce the ground movements observed in greenfield conditions. In other words, in288
elasticity-based two-stage methods, (1) greenfield movements are firstly estimated and then (2) the289
soil-structure system is solved for the forces associated with these greenfield movements. It follows290
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that two-stage methods are approximated in case of soil non linearity, while they provide an exact291
solution for linear elastic soil-structure systems.292
Two types of simplified analyses were conducted: linear elastic, labeled ‘EL’, and elastoplastic293
‘EP’. For the EP analyses, plastic sliders are located at the soil-foundation interface such that294
horizontal and vertical tensile forces are limited, capturing slipping and gap formation mechanisms.295
In the EP analyses, the self-weight of the structure needs to be applied prior to simulating the tunnel296
excavation. In the elastic EL analyses, a perfect soil-foundation compatibility condition was297
assumed by deactivating the sliders.298
Numerical simulations were carried out before (i.e class A predictions (Lambe, 1973)) and after299
(i.e. class C predictions) the centrifuge tests. When selecting the plane frame model parameters,300
 = 70GPa and 54GPa were assumed for the Class A and Class C predictions, respectively,301
because the influence of incomplete welding was not accounted for prior to the experiments. Also,302
the length of the structure in the tunnel direction ! was set equal to 10m. For the ground, a303
representative Young’s modulus of B = 45MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of aB = 0.3 were assumed304
for the elastic half-space. For the plastic sliders, a friction coefficient corresponding to that of the305
soil at critical state (i.e. 32◦) and zero tensile strength were used. Centrifuge results of greenfield306
tunneling reported by Farrell et al. (2014) and Xu et al. (2020a) were used to define the inputs for307
Class A and C simulations, respectively.308
RESULTS OF THE ADVANCED MODEL309
Comparison between numerical and centrifuge results: ground surface displacements310
Numerical results and centrifuge data are compared in this section in terms of tunneling-induced311
settlements *I and horizontal displacements *G at the ground surface (these latter shown in312
“SupplementalMaterials” for the raft foundation case due to their negligible importance for this type313
of foundation). Figures 3 and S4 show the settlements and horizontal displacements, respectively,314
for the raft foundation cases, while Figures 4 and 5 relate to separate footings. The subplots are315
arranged from top to bottom with increasing relative structural stiffness. All the displayed results316
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refer to a tunnel volume loss of 1%; for the sake of completeness, corresponding plots are provided317
in “Supplemental Materials” for a tunnel volume loss of 2% (Figures S5-S8).318
The comparison in terms of settlements is generally good for frames founded on rafts (Figure 3),319
but less good for frames on separate footings (Figure 4). The centrifuge results indicate a gap320
between the underlying soil and the raft foundation for the three stiffer frames with nominal self-321
weight SW (Figure 3(c-e), SW case). Numerically, however, a gap was only detected for the raft-322
founded SW frames in test F2t5b6L for+;,C = 1% (Fig. 6(i)) and in both tests F2t5b6L and F5t5b6L323
for+;,C = 2% (Fig. S5(i,j)). For frames on separate footings, a gapwas not observed in the centrifuge324
nor in numerical results, even at +l,t = 2% (see “Supplemental Materials”), though the numerical325
simulations tend to underestimate centrifuge test footing settlements. The influence of structural326
stiffness and weight on settlements is well captured by the numerical model for the raft foundation327
cases. Here, irrespective of the tunnel volume loss, the larger the frame stiffness, the smaller the328
maximum and differential settlements, which are also always smaller than in the greenfield case, at329
least for the long frame configurations. In the experiments, the additional applied weight (i.e. 2SW)330
was capable of remarkably altering the settlement distribution at the foundation level, particularly331
in the central portion of the structure. This behavior is reproduced only marginally, mainly for the332
stiffer frames, by the advanced FE simulations. Also, for frames with separate footings (Figure 4),333
the computed FE settlement distribution appears only slightly affected by the frame stiffness at the334
global level, the response differing from that of the greenfield curve only locally, where the footings335
are located. The centrifuge data show more marked local settlements, especially for the eccentric336
case (Figures 4(b) and S7(b)) for which much larger maximum settlements were recorded. Several337
possible reasons could explain such behavior, ranging from experimental difficulties in guaranteeing338
a uniform soil density in the centrifuge, or the use of a soil mesh close to the footings that was339
not sufficiently fine and therefore incapable of describing the localized displacement gradients.340
For both the experiments and the simulations, the settlements under the footings appear relatively341
insensitive to the applied self-weight.342
Horizontal displacements predicted at the base of the raft foundation (see “Supplemental Ma-343
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terials”) are negligible for all investigated cases, similar to the results from the centrifuge tests. As344
such, most of the numerical simulations, similar to the experiments, are characterized by sliding at345
the soil-structure interface, progressively reducing in extension and intensity to zero as the stiffness346
and weight of the frame increases. A completely different pattern was found for the separate foot-347
ing cases at +;,C = 1% (Figure 5): sliding at the soil-structure interface was never observed in the348
centrifuge nor predicted in the numerical analyses. Horizontal displacements are moderately lower349
than those obtained in greenfield conditions, showing local reductions directly beneath the footings.350
Only the eccentric case (Figures 5(b) and (e)) provides deformations from both centrifuge data and351
numerical simulations that are slightly larger than in greenfield conditions, as the footings farther352
from the tunnel centerline were possibly dragged towards the nearer footings by the overall frame353
movement. The increase of volume loss, considered in “Supplemental Materials”, does not modify354
these observations, though a modest effect of structural weight can be detected and some slight355
slippage occurs under the central footings for the stiffer cases with 4/ = 0 and nominal applied356
self-weight SW both in the experiments and in the simulations. Note that differential horizontal357
movements between footings are possible only when no ground floor slab or grade beam is present358
and infills are flexible.359
Deformation parameters360
A concise representation of numerical results and their comparison with centrifuge data is provided361
in terms of maximum angular distortion V<0G (sign was not considered) in Figures 6 and 7 for rafts362
and separate footings, respectively, for +;,C up to 3%.363
The overall trend outlined by the centrifuge results is well captured by the numerical predictions,364
especially for the analyses of frames founded on raft foundations, the V<0G values being generally365
slightly overestimated in the numerical analyses. The V<0G increaseswith+;,C , with values lower than366
0.3% for both rafts and separate footings. Eccentricity of the frame has a significant beneficial effect367
in limiting the structural distortion in comparison to the central configuration, while a detrimental368
influence can be observed for the building weight (i.e. 2SW analyses are always characterized by369
larger values of V<0G).370
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RESULTS OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL371
The performance of the simplified ASRE model for both linear elastic EL (perfect soil-foundation372
compatibility) and elastoplastic EP (with active sliders) conditions is compared with the centrifuge373
data of the F2t3b6L frame founded on the raft (for brevity, only this case is discussed here). Figure 8374
shows tunneling-induced settlements of the foundations and angular distortions of bays for central375
frames at +;,C = 2%. Horizontal raft displacements are not reported since they are nearly zero for376
the central frame cases, as previously discussed for the advanced modeling results.377
First, the Class A predictions of the frame model in Figures 8(a) and (c) are discussed. As378
noted earlier, these analyses were performed prior to collecting the centrifuge data to evaluate the379
accuracy of the two-stage model. In this ASRE analysis, despite the use of a greenfield input380
from Farrell et al. (2014) with slightly greater movements than Xu et al. (2020a) (compare solid381
and dashed lines in Figure 8(a,c)), the maximum building settlement was predicted well by the382
elastoplastic EP analysis, due to its capability of considering gap formation, which is not allowed in383
the elastic EL case. The building settlement shape is also reproduced reasonably well by both the384
EL and EP analyses. This is confirmed by the comparison of the bay V values along the building385
length, with ASRE results providing a satisfactory estimate of experimental outcomes, and only a386
marginal difference between EL and EP results.387
Class C estimates, displayed in Figures 8(b) and (d), are considered to evaluate the implications388
of using different greenfield inputs (the Class C greenfield input is directly applicable to the tunnel-389
frame interaction centrifuge results presented here). The difference in the foundation settlements390
between the EP and EL solutions is minimal when adopting the greenfield movements from Xu391
et al. (2020a), indicating limited slider displacements for the EP case. The comparison between392
ASRE and experimental results in terms of maximum building settlement and V is also acceptable,393
as for the advanced FE model results.394
MODIFICATION FACTORS395
To synthesize data in design charts for use within preliminary risk assessments, this section provides396
angular distortion and horizontal strains at the foundation level using modification factors and397
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recently proposed relative stiffness terms. To further populate the dataset of eccentric structures398
with relatively high frame flexibility, additional numerical analyses were run with the advanced399
FE model using an enlarged mesh, required to accommodate the full length of the long eccentric400
frames (e.g. cases F2t3b3L and F2t3b6L for 4/ = 0.5). Furthermore, the ASRE model was used401
to simulate all frames in Table 1 under central and eccentric conditions (4/ = 0; 0.5) using the402
elastoplastic EP analysis method. Also note that results computed at+;,C = 1 and 2% are considered403
for the advanced FE model and centrifuge results, whereas only +;,C = 2% is selected for ASRE404
considering that, for the simplified method, there is a limited effects of +;,C .405
Modification factors for the angular distortion, " V, derived from all the advanced and ASRE406
numerical analyses are plotted in Figures 9 and 10 against the relative soil-structure stiffness407
parameter ^ for the raft and separate footings cases, respectively. Values of V refer to panels confined408
by two slabs and two columns, while horizontal strains due to differential horizontal displacements409
of separate footing are not accounted for. These data are compared on the same charts with the410
corresponding centrifuge test values and with the empirical upper and lower envelopes (based on411
centrifuge test data) proposed by Xu et al. (2020a,b).412
Figure 9 indicates that, for raft foundations, all the numerical results fit relatively well within413
the empirical envelopes for both the centered and eccentric frames. For each examined case with414
4/ = 0, both FE predictions yield a somewhat larger distortion for a given maximum ground415
slope, the difference between experimental and numerical values being larger for the more flexible416
cases. In contrast, for 4/ = 0.5, Abaqus numerical data points tend to concentrate near the lower417
envelope for the eccentric frames on raft foundations. Also, the ASRE simulations indicate a rate418
of variation of " V against relative stiffness ^ that is lower than the empirical envelopes.419
As seen in Figure 10, there is agreement between experimental and numerical factors for frames420
with separate footings, with the numerical data points tending to be located close to the upper421
envelope for 4/ = 0. Similar to the case of the raft foundation, the agreement between ASRE422
and advanced results are less good for the eccentric frames on separate footings than they are for423
the centered frames. This may be partly due to the way that eccentric frames affect the tunneling-424
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induced arching mechanism, which is not considered by the elastic continuum used in the ASRE425
model.426
Overall, numerical results confirm that the envelopes proposed by Xu et al. (2020a,b) are427
reasonable for a wider range of scenarios. Also, Figures 9 and 10 allow for a direct comparison428
between advanced and ASRE predictions in terms of normalized angular distortions, indicating a429
good agreement except for relatively flexible eccentric frames. This difference for flexible eccentric430
frames occurred as a result of the building weight effect, which slightly increases tunneling-induced431
settlements, a mechanism not considered by ASRE.432
To illustrate the influence of bay relative stiffness and building eccentricity on horizontal433
deformations, numerical results of the modification factor for horizontal strains "Yℎ obtained434
from advanced and simplified models are compared in Figures 11. In this figure, values of "Yℎ435
were computed from the maximum differential horizontal displacements of greenfield and building436
displacement profiles at the footing locations. Centrifuge results are not considered because of the437
previously mentioned effects of welding on the horizontal displacements of the footings (Xu et al.,438
2020b). Interestingly, both models predicted horizontal modification factors "Yℎ lower than unity439
in both compression and tension (i.e. a semi-flexible behavior), with no clear trends associated440
with the change in eccentricity 4/. For a given frame and location, the reduction in the building441
self-weight slightly reduced the horizontal deformations in the advanced model for all cases, while442
its impact on ASRE results is significant in compression for the eccentric two story frames that are443
relatively stiff in shear (namely, F2t3b3S and F2t5b6L). More importantly, in most cases the level444
of predicted normalized horizontal deformation in the advanced approach is notably lower than445
that resulting from the ASRE predictions, likely due to the former model accounting for the ground446
stiffness degradation related to the footing restraint action in the horizontal direction, as displayed447
in Figure 5. Finally, considering the full parametric study conducted with ASRE, the decrease in448
"Yℎ with the relative stiffness U∗
5
is notable only when the cross-sectional thickness is increased,449
resulting in values of U∗
5
being greater by approximately one order of magnitude.450
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CONCLUSIONS451
The paper describes a numerical study intended to verify the capabilities of numerical approaches,452
characterized by different levels of complexity, in reproducing the response of bare frame buildings453
to tunneling in sand, as observed during centrifuge tests considering both raft foundations and454
separate footings. Numerical modeling was also used to expand the available centrifuge dataset by455
analyzing additional eccentric cases.456
The numerical models, all based on the finite element method, were established with two aims:457
on one side, executing advanced simulations of the interaction problem by explicitly including the458
tunnel, the soil and the framewith its foundation; on the other side, developingmore simplified tools459
for the engineering practice, without the need of running time-consuming analyses and of adopting460
advanced constitutive models. The latter are two-stage models in which the frame is modeled461
through a frame consisting of beams, the soil is substituted by coupled springs with optional plastic462
sliders at the soil-structure interface, while tunneling is input in terms of greenfield movements.463
In both the advanced and simplified FE models, the behavior at the soil-building interface can464
be specifically accounted for by limiting the allowable tangential stress and by setting the tensile465
strength to zero.466
Both the discussed numerical approaches were able to capture settlements and angular distor-467
tions of the frame bays for both rafts and separate footings. The accuracy of the advanced numerical468
model can be attributed to various factors: a proper, even if simplified, simulation of tunnel exca-469
vation; the use of an advanced constitutive law for the sand, the capability of correctly reproducing470
the tunneling-induced subsidence throughout a relatively large range of volume loss values, over471
2%; and the use of contact laws to allow for the occurrence of sliding and the formation of a gap472
below the frame foundation, as observed experimentally. Notably, it was demonstrated that good473
and quick estimates of settlements and building distortions can be achieved for framed structures474
with the simplified ASRE model; these can subsequently be refined when more representative475
greenfield data become available.476
Approximated approaches for the estimation of both bending and shear stiffness were presented477
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and validated. The whole set of numerical results was interpreted in terms of modification factors478
for both angular distortion and horizontal strain in relation to relative soil-building stiffness. These479
angular distortion results agreed well with previously proposed empirical envelopes (Xu et al.,480
2020a,b), defined on the basis of centrifuge outcomes, that can bound, with reasonable success,481
the range of predicted angular distortions, considering the impact of foundation type (i.e. raft482
or separate footings) and relative soil-structure stiffness. Additionally, indications were given on483
expected ranges of horizontal strains caused by the differential horizontal displacements between484
separate footings. Numerical results confirmed that shear deformations play an important role485
for all considered buildings, whereas only frames on separate footings are sensitive to horizontal486
ground movements.487
The envelopes ofmodification factorsmay be of use for a preliminary assessment of the reduction488
of bay angular distortion in comparison to the greenfield case. Alternatively, the simplified489
numerical approach represents a viable tool for a prompt preliminary assessment, which also490
accounts for many important structural characteristics that are not considered in the proposed491
envelopes (e.g. bay length-to-height ratio, different stiffness of columns and floors).492
In this paper no explicit structural model of the infills was considered, which may have a493
significant impact on the response of the frame due to their stiffening effect. Therefore, the494
obtained results and current assessment procedures are deemed conservative if applied within the495
context of tunneling beneath infilled frames. Future works will provide further insights into both496
the stiffening action as well as the deformations of infills of framed buildings.497
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Fig. 1. Building deformation parameters inferred from bay corner displacements.

























Fig. 2. Experimental layout for different tunnel-frame configurations.
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Fig. 3. Settlements of the raft foundations and underlying soil at +;,C =1% (left column: centrifuge
data; right column: numerical results).
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Fig. 4. Settlements of the separate footings and underlying soil at+;,C =1% (left column: centrifuge
data; right column: numerical results).
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Fig. 5. Horizontal displacements of the separate footings and underlying soil at +;,C = 1% (left
column: centrifuge data; right column: numerical results).










Fig. 6. Maximum frame distortion for rafts (upper row: centrifuge; lower row: numerical).
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Fig. 7. Maximum frame distortion for separate footings: (a) centrifuge; (b) numerical predictions.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of ASRE Class A (top) and C (bottom) predictions with centrifuge results for
frame F2t3b6L: settlements (a,b) and angular distortions (c,d).
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Fig. 9. Modification factor of angular distortion for rafts: (a) central and (b) eccentric tunnels
(envelopes from Xu et al. (2020a)).
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Fig. 10. Modification factor of angular distortion for footings: (a) central and (b) eccentric tunnels
(envelopes from Xu et al. (2020b)).

















Fig. 11. Modification factor of horizontal strains at the footings obtained from numerical models:
(a) tensile and (b) compressive strains for central structures; (c) tensile and (d) compressive strains
for eccentric tunnels.
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TABLE 1. Configuration of numerically simulated centrifuge tests.
Label Found. type # # Centrifuge scale (dimension in mm) Prototype (dimension in m)
stories bays C   110H C   110H 4/
F5t5b6L Raft 5 6 4.8 195.3 462.0 76.2 0.32 13.3 31.4 5.2 0
F2t5b6L Raft 2 6 4.8 81.0 462.0 76.2 0.32 5.5 31.4 5.2 0
F2t3b6L Raft & Sep. foot. 2 6 3.2 79.4 460.4 76.2 0.22 5.4 31.3 5.2 0
F2t3b3L Raft 2 3 3.2 79.4 460.4 152.4 0.22 5.4 31.3 10.4 0
F2t3b3S Raft & Sep. foot. 2 3 3.2 79.4 231.8 76.2 0.22 5.4 15.8 5.2 0; 0.5
Note: ℎBC>A H = 38.1mm at model scale and 2.6m at prototype for all frames. For separate footings, 1 5 >>C = 12mm
at model scale and 0.8m at prototype. All configurations modeled for standard (SW) and double self-weight (2SW).
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